
TO STREAM OR NOT TO STREAM?
the politics of live

parliamentary
broadcoasts



In response to renewed calls for live
parliamentary broadcasts, Leader of the House
Grace Fu (MCCY) and her Press Secretary
Michele Khoo recently reiterated the
Government’s position against the measure. 

In this quick infographic, CAPE tracks the
arguments FOR and AGAINST that have been

raised in debates over the years....

YES NOOR
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YES:  Democratic education and transparency

During the May 2020 sitting, NMP Anthea Ong
highlighted that public access to Parliament would
allow Singaporeans to be “fully invested in the
policies deliberated and enacted”. She gave the
example of how the daily updates by the multi-
ministry COVID-19 task force is live-streamed to our
homes, which demonstrates “leadership in
transparency and accountability”.

LIVE
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In response to NMP
Anthea Ong, Minister
Grace Fu highlighted that
the public can view the
complete set of footage
of Parliament speeches,
as well as questions and
answers from each sitting
on the parliament
microsite. In addition, the public

has access to the full
written record of
parliamentary
proceedings, via the
online Hansard. 

NO:  Existing public access to
parliamentary proceedings
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With regard to the parliament microsite, a TODAY
forum contributor noted that Singaporeans have to
“painfully align the numerous short videos published
and categorised by topic” if they wish to watch the
entire proceedings in chronological order.
 
NCMP Leon Perera noted in a 2017 debate that the
videos give a “corporate entity” power over “what to
put up, when to put it up, when to take it down, how
to edit it before presentation”. The Hansard is also
only available several weeks after each
parliamentary sitting and is not particularly user-
friendly.

YES:  Limitations of existing platforms
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Rejecting MP Pritam Singh’s
proposal, Minister of State
for Communications and
Information Chee Hong Tat
said during the 2017 Budget
debate that the viewership of
live broadcasts is low. For
instance, less than 1% of all
viewers watched the Budget
live using web-streaming.

NO:  Lack of
demand from

the public
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During the May 2020 sitting, NCMP Leon Perera
noted that “if we adopt consistent live-streaming of
all proceedings, over time there is the possibility that
more people, knowing that this resource is available
every time Parliament sits, would use it. If this
happens, it would be a good thing for our democracy
and our society.” This brings to mind a quote by
Speaker of Parliament Tan Chuan-Jin:
 

YES:  Demand can grow with greater access

it’s clear that Singaporeans are engaged with
and are interested in how Parliament works. I
see a greater desire to better understand how
laws are passed in this country, and rightly so!

- Speaker Tan Chuan-Jin
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NO:  The risk of turning 
Parliament into theatre

Responding to the TODAY forum letter, MCI Press
Secretary Michele Khoo warned that live broadcasts
“create a risk that Parliament is turned into a form of
theatre”. Terry Murphy of C-SPAN, citing a US study,
noted that “grandstanders” are “inevitable whenever
there is a television camera” and observed the
phenomenon of “C-SPAN stars” who “know how to
use the television”.
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A UNDP report found that the risk of grandstanding
can be tempered by an engaged democratic public.
Additionally, an Inter-Parliamentary Union (IPU)
report found that strict parliamentary rules “make it
much harder for somebody just to show off”.

YES:  Grandstanding can be mitigated, &
MPs may perform better under cameras

The IPU report also noted that
broadcasts may prompt MPs to
make arguments more accessible to
the public. As argued on the TODAY
forum, "the tone of proceedings is up
to those being watched", and "one
should not blame the broadcast
medium or audience, who are meant
to be there in the first place".

OR-daaaaaah!
- Former UK Speaker

John Bercow
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Find our references at
bit.ly/StreamOrNo

At the core of this debate is the need for
meaningful democratic engagement. Currently,
over 90 countries provide live parliamentary
feeds.
 
Perhaps it is a matter of time before Singapore
adopts this measure as well. After all, a
password-protected live-stream - which appears
likely to be reserved for use by civil servants
and/or the media - is already available at
https://www.parliamentwebcast.sg.

TO STREAM OR NOT TO STREAM? 
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